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a b s t r a c t 

Cyber insurance and ransomware are two of the most studied areas within security research and prac- 

tice to date, and their interplay continues to raise concerns in industry and government. This article 

offers substantial new insights and analysis into the complex question of whether cyber insurance can 

help organisations in mitigating the threat of ransomware, particularly its impacts. Having conducted an 

interview or workshop with 96 industry professionals spanning the cyber insurance, cyber security, ran- 

somware negotiations, policy, and law enforcement sectors, we identify that ransomware has been a key 

cause of the ‘hardening’ of the cyber insurance market, which is exhibited at almost all levels of the mar- 

ket. Such hardening has been beneficial in raising the security standards required prior to purchase, but 

has also created a situation where some organisations may not be able to acquire viable cyber insurance 

at all. In presenting the outcomes of our thematic analysis of the interview and workshop outputs, the 

paper provides significant new empirical evidence to support the theory that cyber insurance can act 

as a form of governance for improving cyber security amongst organisations. Nonetheless, the hardening 

market does nothing to increase the penetration of cyber insurance. Questions were also raised as to the 

likelihood of unintended unethical – and potentially illegal – outcomes given the professionalisation of a 

remediation process that has to determine the most cost-effective solution to an organisation being held 

ransom. We conclude that insurance, at best, can help to mitigate the ransomware threat for those that 

can access it, as part of a wider basket of actions that must also come from different stakeholders. 

© 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Ransomware is a form of malware that disrupts access to a 

omputer system or exfiltrates valuable data. The operator of the 

nfected machine is instructed to pay a ransom to decrypt their 

les and/or for exfiltrated data to be deleted. Perpetrators of ran- 

omware attacks have used a variety of attack vectors to ini- 

ially compromise target machines with some of the most promi- 

ent attack vectors in the last two years being phishing, ex- 

osed RDP ports, vulnerable remote access services, and corrupted 

ebpages ( National Cyber Security Centre, 2018 ; Coveware, 2020 , 
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021 ; Reshmi, 2021 ). Ransomware has now come to be regarded 

s one of the most common forms of malware, particularly from 

018 onwards ( Agrafiotis et al., 2018 ; Lallie et al., 2020 ). In a Febru-

ry 2022 joint Cybersecurity Advisory with the FBI, NSA, Australian 

CSC and British NCSC, the USA’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 

ecurity Agency warned that ransomware had become one of the 

ost disruptive global cyber threats, with potentially devastating 

onsequences; with particular concerns surrounding vulnerabili- 

ies in critical infrastructure ( CISA, 2022 ). Additionally, in October 

nd November 2022, the Biden administration convened an Inter- 

ational Counter-Ransomware Initiative (CRI) Summit, drawing to- 

ether leaders from 36 countries and the EU ( Brumfield, 2022 ). In 

 consolidation of coordinated effort(s), the CRI announced that it 

ould implement a range of measures, including the formation of 
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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n Australian-led counter-ransomware taskforce, improve informa- 

ion sharing, undertake bi-annual counter-ransomware exercises, 

nd the production of a ransomware-specific ‘investigator’s toolkit’ 

or stakeholders ( White House, 2022 ). 

Increased awareness of the potential risks posed by ransomware 

as prompted general improvements in the cyber security of or- 

anisations; particularly in terms of up-to-date and segmented 

ackups ( Connolly and Wall, 2019 ; Databarracks, 2021 ). If a victim 

rganisation has a functional and relatively fast surviving backup, 

n principle, this significantly reduces incentives to pay a ransom 

emand; uninfected versions of vital systems and files can be re- 

tored. Recognising this, from 2019 onwards, ransomware gangs 

ave sought to apply an additional form of leverage against their 

ictims, as part of a ‘double extortion’ approach ( Kenneally et al., 

020 ; Logan et al., 2021 ). Accordingly, before deploying the ma- 

icious encryption, the criminals may exfiltrate data and use the 

hreat of public data leakage, sale of data to competitors, or cold- 

alling clients, to apply further pressure on the victim organisation. 

een in this light, ransomware harshly marries two severe risks for 

rganisations: prolonged business interruption and extensive data 

rivacy breach. 

Resilience against cyberattacks including ransomware may be 

mproved through a combination of mechanisms. The acquisition 

f a cyber insurance policy is one measure that organisations may 

ndertake to increase their capacity to withstand a ransomware 

ncident, amongst other cyber risks. The core raison d’être of cy- 

er insurance is to offset the financial risk posed by cyber inci- 

ents, thereby increasing the insured’s resilience; this would in- 

lude for instance, recovery, incident investigations, and business 

nterruption costs. Bespoke cyber insurance policies – as opposed 

o broader insurance policies that include an add-on for cyber risk 

over – often go further than a transactional offsetting of risk: 

hese products may also include guidance on effective cyber se- 

urity practices, free or discounted technical solutions, as well as 

ost-breach remediation ( Bailey, 2014 ; Franke, 2017 ; Woods and 

oore, 2020 ; MacColl et al., 2021 ). Cyber insurance products have 

een recognised as a potential growth area for the insurance mar- 

et, with some estimates indicating that a market value of $20.56 

illion could be reached in 2025 ( Rafferty, 2021 ), which would rep- 

esent a more than tenfold increase on the 2015 market size. 

Whilst insurance may be viewed as an appropriate technique 

or companies to partially address the threat of ransomware, there 

ave been numerous conflicting perspectives on its influence. 

or instance, some argue that insurance – via its payments of 

ansoms – is exacerbating the ransomware crisis ( Dudley, 2019 ; 

enkins and Ventham, 2022 ). There have even been reports of or- 

anisations targeted by ransomware gangs because they have in- 

urance ( Cluley, 2021 ). Conversely, others posit that cyber insur- 

nce is part of the solution against such attacks by providing ac- 

ess to third party services and, if necessary, paying the ransom 

o allow the organisation – be it a hospital, school, or national 

il pipeline systems – to resume its services ( Jenkins and Ven- 

ham, 2022 ). 

This article seeks to advance these discussions by investigat- 

ng the question: is cyber insurance helping to mitigate the threat 

f ransomware, particularly its impacts? We are especially inter- 

sted in impacts due to the traditional position of insurance as a 

eactive and resilience mechanism, and scope our work primarily 

o the UK given its maturity (though there are undoubtedly find- 

ngs that have wider relevance). The analysis and findings pre- 

ented are drawn from interviews with 65 industry profession- 

ls and a follow-up workshop with 49 (31 new) industry stake- 

olders, all of whom have experience of working in the UK in 

heir respective fields. Together, these studies engaged with a sig- 

ificant cross-section of representatives from the cyber insurance 

cosystem including underwriters, claims handlers, reinsurers, bro- 
2 
ers, recruiters, insurance buyers, industry associations and reg- 

lators, and government employees. To date, this is one of the 

argest in-depth qualitative studies on the cyber insurance indus- 

ry and its interaction with the topic of security threats such as 

ansomware. 

We identify a range of pertinent findings at a critical juncture in 

he ongoing maturation of the UK market. The article finds that cy- 

er insurance has generally become less accessible amidst a hard- 

ning of the market, although this may not have yet impacted 

he market targeted at the smallest insureds. Additionally, some 

rospective insureds may be unable to acquire a cyber insurance 

olicy – irrespective of their cyber security practices – by virtue 

f their industry. Amidst this market hardening, potential demand 

s increasing, because ransomware has articulated cyber security in 

rystallising financial costs, particularly in terms of business inter- 

uption and data breaches ( Li and Mamon, 2023 ). However, the de- 

ree of the hardening market may force some prospective insureds 

o query the prospect value of cyber insurance; instead seeking al- 

ernative solutions such as self-insurance. 

There is, nonetheless, scope for cyber insurance to reduce the 

hreat of ransomware, particularly with respect to the provision of 

re- and post-breach services that seek to reduce the likelihood 

f a ransomware attack occurring and increase the resilience of an 

rganisation in the event of an incident. Furthermore, the hard- 

ning of the market and the raising of minimum cyber security 

tandards may be forcing prospective insureds to hasten or deepen 

ood cyber security practices; particularly with respect to secure 

ackup solutions and multi-factor authentication (MFA) solutions. 

t the same time, however, this is an evolving phenomenon, with 

nsurers seeking to improve their insight into prospective insureds, 

o use claims data to inform underwriting, and potentially to en- 

orce good behaviour through warranties. One potential down- 

ide to mandated security controls and the improved insights into 

rospective insureds is the increased inaccessibility of cyber insur- 

nce products; without a clear alternative to cyber insurance, some 

rganisations may not be able to transfer their risk and may thus 

e acutely impacted by potential ransomware incidents. 

The ensuing article is structured in five sections. Firstly, the ar- 

icle presents the state-of-the-art literature and arguments relating 

o the interrelationship between cyber insurance and ransomware. 

f particular focus is the challenge presented by the reality that 

yber insurance is a relatively novel product, and ransomware is a 

ynamic risk. Secondly, the article outlines the qualitative method- 

logical approach underpinning the research. Thirdly, the results of 

his qualitative research are outlined, establishing the basis for the 

ourth section; a discussion. Finally, a conclusion summarises the 

ain contributions of the research, and outlines scope for further 

ork. 

. Ransomware and cyber insurance: The state of the field 

.1. Two compounding problems: novel product and novel risk 

Endeavours to assess the equilibrium between accurate or re- 

listic pricing of cyber insurance premiums ( Uuganbayar et al., 

021 ), mapping the costs of ransomware across differing insureds, 

s well as identifying the most-effective cyber security practices, 

re complicated by two compounding problems globally. Firstly, 

yber insurance is a relatively new insurance product, and mar- 

et penetration, whilst growing, remains low vis-à-vis other forms 

f business insurance ( Rafferty, 2021 ). The hardening market – a 

ituation where it is challenging for companies to purchase cyber 

nsurance and characterised by limited policy offerings and high 

olicy requirements – may have held back the rate of growth in 

arket penetration. The limited penetration means that there is a 

earth of data on the scale of the risk and the tolerability of ex- 
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osure ( Nurse et al., 2020 ; Rivero, 2021 ; Smith, 2021 ), but it has

een accepted, even prior to the hardening of the market, that 

ricing has always been the most complex challenge in the mar- 

et ( Harvey 2022 ). 

Secondly, cyber threats are dynamic ( Buchanan, 2016 ). The tar- 

et surface area that ransomware gangs – amongst other cyber 

riminals – can exploit continues to expand in breadth and depth. 

his also necessitates that cyber security practices need to evolve, 

otentially over short periods of time. At the same time, ran- 

omware gangs continue to finesse their operations, particularly in 

he critical effort of identifying the Achilles’ heel of their victim in 

rder to leverage the likelihood of a ransom payment. This evo- 

ution of the ransomware risk is aptly demonstrated by the rapid 

ise and normalising of ‘double extortion’ practices ( Buckley, 2021 ). 

ome ransomware groups have also diversified their approach to 

rawing revenue from their malware. For instance, ‘ransomware as 

 service’ increases the potential to draw upon economies of scale 

 Davidson, 2021 ). 

Compounding the duality of a dearth of data and an evolving 

yber risk is the scope for a singular cyber event to impact mul- 

iple insureds. An unappetising feature of cyber risk – including 

ansomware – is that they have potential scope to be ‘systemic’, 

ather than simply attritional. Ergo, a supplier of IT services or 

oftware packages may be targeted and compromised with ran- 

omware, with a knock-on impact upon many organisations later- 

lly and/or vertically, all over the world. For instance, in May 2021, 

he cloud hosting provider Swiss Cloud was reported to have been 

ffected by a ransomware attack, impacting clients including the 

ayroll firm, Sage ( Cimpanu, 2021 ). In July 2021, Kaseya, a provider 

f remote management software, was successfully attacked with 

ansomware. This had significant impact on businesses and organi- 

ations reliant on Kaseya software; for example, forcing the closure 

f 800 Co-Op supermarket sites in Sweden due to an inability to 

pen cash registers ( Osborne, 2021 ). Thousands of small organisa- 

ions may have been affected. 

If ransomware exacerbates the scope for cyber risk to be sys- 

emic, cyber insurance is potentially viewed by insurers and rein- 

urers as comparable to other, more established and predictable, 

orms of systemic risk ( Evans, 2020 ; MacColl et al., 2021 ). For in-

tance, from a supply-side standpoint, hurricane and earthquake 

isk may be seen as preferable vis-à-vis cyber risk. Furthermore, 

he interconnectedness and interoperability of networked devices 

asts cyber risk in additionally unfavourable terms, because a sin- 

le ransomware incident could prompt claims across the global 

arket. 

.2. Cyber insurance’s impact on ransomware 

Within the literature, there appears to be anecdotal evidence 

hat cyber insurance coverage of ransom demands may be fuelling 

n increase in incidents ( MacColl et al., 2021 ). Ransomware oper- 

tors have spoken on record about their interest in actively tar- 

eting organisations whom they believe, or know, have insurance 

olicies that would enable reimbursement for ransom payments. 

 LockBit operator, for instance, noted that if they attacked a firm 

hat possessed cyber insurance, a successful payment was “all but 

uaranteed” ( Khodjibaev et al., 2021 ). A member of the REvil group 

ad been asked in an interview whether their operators specifi- 

ally favoured organisations holding cyber insurance policies. In re- 

ponse, they replied that such organisations were “one of the tasti- 

st morsels”, and even indicated that it was strategic to hack cyber 

nsurers as reconnaissance before conducting ransomware attacks 

n their clients ( Smilyanets, 2021 ). It is perhaps also of note that

nsurance firms themselves have been subject to successful ran- 

omware incidents. In March 2021, for instance, hackers success- 

ully targeted CAN Financial and the firm was reported to have 
3

aid $40 million in ransom payment ( Mehrotra and Turton, 2021 ). 

n May 2021, AXA’s operations in Thailand, Malaysia, Hong Kong 

nd the Philippines were impacted by an Avaddon ransomware in- 

ident ( Marzouk, 2021 ). In both cases, concerns were highlighted 

hat client data could have been vulnerable to theft. 

There is a debate as to whether – on balance – the prospect 

f ransom payment coverage could cause a net harm. Whilst, on 

aper, the availability of the coverage may either enable a ran- 

om payment when otherwise one would not take place – for in- 

tance, because the victim cannot afford it – the coverage of ran- 

om payments in such a scenario could help prevent an organisa- 

ion from going bankrupt in extremis. Additionally, it is also sig- 

ificant to highlight that whilst cyber insurance penetration has 

rown markedly in recent years, overall penetration is still low in 

uch of the world, including in developed markets ( Dignan, 2021 ; 

bdul Hamid et al., 2022 ). The UK government’s Cyber Security 

reaches Survey from 2022 showed that only 43% of UK businesses 

ad some form of cyber insurance policy ( DCMS, 2022 ). 

Cyber insurance provides insureds with an in-built support net- 

ork – both pre-breach and post-breach – that better informs and 

repares the organisation in question ( Franke, 2017 ; Woods et al., 

023 ). This provision of support and experience may be partic- 

larly useful for the cyber resilience of smaller insureds. As El- 

ng et al. have argued, not only are there economies of scale 

ith respect to organisational cyber security, but the costs of cy- 

er incidents are also disproportionately expensive with respect 

o smaller organisations ( Eling et al., 2022 ). Smaller organisations 

re also less likely to have pre-established – and entrenched – cy- 

er security practices across a large, complex system of networks; 

hey may therefore be more accommodating of recommendations 

 Abraham and Schwarcz, 2021 ), dependant on the implementation 

ost. 

Reflecting on the positive-or-negative debate, Logue and Shni- 

erman suggested that “it is, at the very least, too early to de- 

lare that ransomware insurance is a net negative for society”

 Logue and Shniderman, 2021 ). A recent report, surveying 5600 

rofessionals in mid-sized organisations (300 of which were in the 

K) across 31 countries, noted that organisations that had been 

mpacted by ransomware in the prior year were much more likely 

o have insurance in the present than those that had avoided be- 

oming victims. 89% of recent victims globally had cyber insurance, 

hilst only 70% of non-victims had coverage ( Sophos, 2022 ). As the 

eport highlights, “the cause and effect is not clear here”; victims 

ay acquire insurance in the aftermath of an incident, adversaries 

ay be preferentially targeting organisations with insurance, or or- 

anisations may be purchasing insurance to pre-emptively finan- 

ially offset vulnerabilities in their systems ( Sophos, 2022 ). 

Ultimately, whilst there is some anecdotal evidence, as pre- 

ented above, that suggests that ransomware gangs preferentially 

arget insured organisations, this will only be one element of 

he cost-benefit analysis that factors into the targeting decision- 

aking process. Fundamentally, with ransomware gangs seeking 

he greatest ransom payment from the least effort – and risk – in 

onducting the breach and negotiating the demand ( Palmer, 2022 ), 

he standard of the prospective victims’ cyber security remains a 

ignificant factor. Here, too, cyber insurance may play a role. In 

rinciple, this could be either a negative or positive role. For in- 

tance, it is theoretically possible that the financial coverage of 

ansomware incident response – and provision of support teams –

ould encourage a moral hazard effect, wherein organisations who 

ave coverage for ransomware incidents may feel less pressure to 

nvest stringently in risk mitigation strategies by improving their 

yber security ( Bailey, 2014 ). If this were demonstrably the case, 

his would suggest that cyber insurance coverage of ransomware 

ncidents could have the potential to constrain what would oth- 

rwise be a natural economic incentive to improve cyber security 
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ractices to reduce the likelihood of a costly incident occurring. It 

s not, however, clear from the literature that there is a demonstra- 

le moral hazard effect in relation to cyber insurance. 

Early research has not demonstrated that such a moral hazard 

s present ( Bolot and Lelarge, 2009 ). More recent research has cor- 

oborated this. MacColl et al. (2021) , for instance, concurred with 

rior assessments that a clear moral hazard effect could not be dis- 

erned with respect to cyber insurance policies. 

It is also difficult to marry the principle of the moral hazard 

ffect with the nature of the hardening cyber insurance market. 

 MunichRe article highlighted the hardening market as a mu- 

ual positive in light of the realities of cyber risk, noting that 

ultimately, everyone shares the same goal: mitigating a cyber- 

ttack through better cybersecurity governance and investment 

n controls. Without these corrective actions, insurers could be 

orced to exit the market entirely due to large losses, reduc- 

ng options for insureds in the long-term” ( Cho, 2021 ). Recent 

ata may indicate that the percentage of organisations paying de- 

anded ransoms has declined, potentially linked to improvements 

n crucial cyber security practices such as secure backup systems 

 Bloomberg, 2022 ). 

The state of the industry can also be viewed through cur- 

ent events. At a recent cyber insurance event, a large broker 

ighlighted five key cyber security controls that they required 

rom prospective insureds before they would engage in discus- 

ion of a policy. These controls were, respectively: MFA for priv- 

leged access; endpoint detection and response (EDR); encrypted 

nd tested backups; privileged access management; and email fil- 

ering ( Lawton, 2022a ). Seven additional controls were regarded as 

rucial, but the broker indicated willingness to submit a policy to 

nderwriters if some of these were not fully in place. Whilst we do 

ot claim this to be representative, it is noted that MFA, backup so- 

utions and EDR are widely cited as crucial controls in the mitiga- 

ion of the likelihood of a ransomware or other cyber breach; these 

ppear to be most-demanded by insurers ( Edmundson, 2021 ). 

As it relates to the continued influence of insurance on secu- 

ity, and by extension the ability to mitigate the impact of the ran- 

omware threat, the hardening insurance market may reduce the 

ccessibility and, in lockstep, the utility of insurance. This has been 

oted in the UK: the most-recent UK Cyber Breaches Survey noted 

hat “in previous years organisations have mentioned protection 

gainst ransomware … as a key reason for getting insurance. How- 

ver, this year it was mentioned that this had become more diffi- 

ult with insurance companies raising premiums or not being able 

o cover ransoms at all” ( Zank, 2022 ; DCMS, 2022 ). This is signif-

cant and highlights the complex interplay between insurance and 

ecurity. 

In summary, the convergence of ransomware and cyber insur- 

nce is in a process of flux, propagated by a rise in the severity of

ansomware incidents. Cyber-risk has been cited as a greater risk 

o insurers than pandemics and natural disasters ( Allianz, 2022 ). 

he long-term viability of cyber insurance will depend on an equi- 

ibrium that supports sufficient profitability for insurers whilst still 

eaningfully addressing organisational cyber risk, including ran- 

omware. From our review, it is not yet clear whether ransomware 

overage can fit within this equilibrium, nor whether the market 

an support greater penetration, accommodating more insureds. Of 

he 300 UK mid-sized firms surveyed in the Sophos State of Ran- 

omware 2022 report ( Sophos, 2022 ), 42% stated that ransomware 

overage was part of their insurance policy; 35% held insurance 

ith exclusions or exceptions. Prospective insureds can opt to re- 

ove coverage for ransomware incidents to reduce their premium 

 Lawton, 2022b ). Even with this knowledge, however, it is diffi- 

ult to generalise about all policies, even within the UK. Different 

olicies may include different forms of exclusions; again, turning 

o the Sophos report, globally, it seems like payment of clean-up 
4 
osts are more likely to be made than reimbursements for ransom 

ayments (77% of respondents received reimbursement for clean- 

p costs, compared with 40% that received it for the ransom). 

hilst the global cyber insurance market has exhibited hardening, 

here are likely to be divergences in the specifics of insurance poli- 

ies between individual insureds, insurers, and jurisdictions; for in- 

tance, an absence of ransom coverage in Japan ( Pain and Noord- 

oek, 2022 ). On balance, cyber insurance may be a well-placed fa- 

ilitator for some of the solutions that could alleviate net harms 

resented by ransomware. Ergo, greater market penetration may 

arry societal or organisational-resiliency benefits. Importantly, at 

he same time, ransomware itself may be a threat that degrades 

he very viability of cyber insurance products. Given the immedi- 

te challenges presented by the convergence of ransomware and 

yber insurance products, this is a prescient area of research for 

ndustry, academia and policymakers. 

. Methodology 

To identify recent trends with respect to ransomware, cy- 

er insurance and organisational cyber resilience in the UK and 

hereby answer our research question, we developed a methodol- 

gy grounded in close interaction with key stakeholders and a set 

f robust qualitative data gathering and analysis techniques. Semi- 

tructured interviews were performed between September 2021 

nd February 2022, following the receipt of ethical approval from 

he University of Kent’s ethics review board. Semi-structured in- 

erviews allow for a level of interaction with participants that can 

enerate significantly more detailed insights than the broad-brush 

pproach of a survey, for example. In total, there were 65 intervie- 

ees, sourced initially from the network of the authors, and sub- 

equently, using snowball selection. We also reached out to several 

rofessionals who had authored industry and academic articles on 

he topic of ransomware and insurance. 

Interviewees were chosen for their expertise in either the sell- 

ng or purchasing of cyber insurance products, the policy aspects 

round such insurance, or because of involvement in the process 

f ransomware and other cyber security crisis management within 

r directly relating to the UK market, and were spread amongst the 

K, continental Europe, Bermuda and the US. For a full breakdown 

f participants by type, see Table 1 . In order to ensure a level of

andour from participants willing to undertake the interview pro- 

ess, all responses were anonymised. One participant agreed to 

iscuss their experience of being the victim of a ransomware at- 

ack: in line with Connolly et al. we found it hard to find other vic-

ims willing to speak candidly, even under conditions of anonymity 

 Connolly et al., 2020 ). 

An interview protocol was prepared by the researchers at the 

tart of the interview process. As a result of the semi-structured 

ature of the interview process, not all questions were posed to 

ll participants in every instance, in favour of allowing participants 

o focus on their area of expertise and interest. Questions were al- 

ays asked around the participant’s perception of the state of the 

yber insurance market, and any changes they had seen in prac- 

ices in the last few years. Participants were also asked to reflect 

n the positive and negative impacts of any such changes, and 

hether they believed the advent of ransomware had played a role 

n those changes. A series of questions were posed pertaining di- 

ectly to cyber insurance and ransomware. For instance, queries re- 

ated to roles and experiences around handling ransomware inci- 

ents (with particular focus on the role of the insurance industry), 

ow the insurance industry is dealing with ransomware, and the 

xtent to which insurance could help mitigate the threat of ran- 

omware, particularly its impacts. The interviews concluded with 

uestions on insurance’s coverage of ransom payments, such as 

hether interviewees believed, or had seen evidence, of insureds 
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Table 1 

Interview Participants by Profession. 

Category Role/type of organisation Count 

Insurance industry (II) Cyber insurance broker 5 

Cyber insurance claims 3 

Cyber insurance executive 3 

Cyber insurance underwriter 10 

Cyber reinsurance executive 1 

Cyber reinsurance underwriter 1 

Cyber risk management services 2 

Industry Association 3 

Cyber risk analytics 2 

Cyber security (CS) Cyber security consultant 4 

Cyber threat intelligence 3 

Digital Forensics and Incident 

Response (DFIR) 

9 

Public policy 1 

Ransomware recovery 1 

Professional services (PS) Breach counsel 2 

Insurance lawyer 1 

Government (GT) Cyber policy 3 

Incident management 1 

Insurance purchasing 

organisations (PO) 

Defence 1 

Financial services 1 

Local government 2 

Technology 2 

Transport 1 

Law enforcement (LE) International law enforcement agency 1 

National law enforcement agency 1 

Academia (AC) Academic 1 

Table 2 

Workshop Participants by Profession. 

Category Role/type of organisation Count 

Insurance Industry (II) Cyber insurance broker 6 

Cyber insurance claims 4 

Cyber insurance executive 2 

Cyber insurance underwriter 4 

Cyber risk management consultant 2 

Industry Association representative 2 

Cyber security (CS) Business development (focus on 

insurance) 

1 

Cyber security consultant 2 

Cyber threat intelligence consultant 2 

DFIR consultant 8 

Public policy 1 

Professional services (PS) Breach counsel 3 

Insurance lawyer 1 

Government (GT) Cyber policy 4 

Incident management 1 

Insurance Purchasing 

organisations (PO) 

Financial services 1 

Law enforcement (LE) International law enforcement agency 1 

National law enforcement agency 1 

Regional police 2 

Academia (AC) Academic 1 
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–

eing more likely to pay ransoms, or not, and if cyber insurance 

as incentivised more ransomware attacks. For the interview pro- 

ocol, see Appendix A . 

The interviews were audio recorded and transcribed, with 

ny identifying features as to the individual or organisations re- 

oved. The analysis of the transcripts was conducted using the 

rinciples of thematic analysis ( Braun and Clarke, 2006 ). Such a 

ethod allows for the investigation of themes across interviews, 

llowing for certain amounts of flexibility in the theoretical stance 

aken by the researchers. Like other qualitative studies in this area 

 Catota et al., 2019 ), the process of agreeing the final code book
5 
ook several steps, as a recognition of the number and diversity 

f participants and the broad range of topics covered within the 

nterview process. Firstly, having read through the transcripts, one 

esearcher performed an analysis of three transcripts to produce an 

nitial code book. This code book was then discussed and agreed 

etween the researchers, before being taken by two researchers 

o code twenty-one further transcripts. At this point, the code 

ook was discussed and expanded based upon the findings of the 

wo researchers in these twenty-four transcripts. Subsequently, all 

he interview transcripts were coded deductively using this sec- 

nd version of the code book. The full code book can be found in 

ppendix B ; for clarity, given deductive nature of the coding pro- 

ess, Appendix B also reflects the mapping of initial codes to the 

hemes addressed in this article. 

At this point, the key findings of the interviews were sub- 

equently brought to a workshop to discuss and confirm the 

hemes that had arisen from the primary analysis of the in- 

erview transcripts (in keeping with processes in, for example, 

adan et al. (2021) ). The workshop had 49 participants in total, 

omprising 18 of the original interview participants, and 31 new 

articipants (who had not been interviewed previously). We con- 

ened the workshop over Zoom in mid-February 2022 using four 

reakout rooms, each with a mixture of previously interviewed and 

ew participants, to discuss, corroborate or refine the initial find- 

ngs over the period of one hour. The themes and provocations for 

ach of the sub-groups can be found in Appendix C . The comments 

rom this review and discussion process, both audio and chat logs, 

ere then transcribed and included with the original interview 

ranscripts. As no substantial changes were required as a result of 

he deliberations of the workshop, the code book was not altered 

or this final round of coding and analysis. 

As will be evident in the results that follow, it was very much 

he case that those themes and points raised by interviewees were 

greed with and echoed by workshop participants; as such, in the 

esults that follow, quotes from both sets of participants are used 

nterchangeably. 

All transcripts were coded by two researchers, using qualitative 

ata analysis software (NVivo, version 1.6). Following the inclusion 

nd coding of the workshop transcripts, the two researchers then 

ompared their findings once, and resolved significant differences 

ithin their coding. The inter-rater reliability was calculated using 

ohen’s kappa . The score was 0.73 which is considered to show 

ubstantial agreement between coders ( Bryman, 2016 ). 

In the results section that follows, participants will be referred 

o in the following format: Interview participants will be referred 

o by their shortened category label (PS, LE etc.) and then a num- 

er based upon the order in which the participants in the cate- 

ory were interviewed. For example, the third interviewed partic- 

pant in the Government category will be referred to as GT3. The 

ame approach is taken with workshop participants, with the in- 

lusion of “W” at the start of their category label. In this case, par- 

icipants are numbered based upon the order in which they were 

aptured as speaking in the workshop. For example, the second In- 

urance Industry participant to speak will be referred to as W-II2. 

dditionally, in some circumstances, where necessary for further 

nderstanding, interviewees’ specific role/type of organisation will 

lso be provided. 

. Results 

The research aims to critically investigate the question: is cyber 

nsurance helping to mitigate the threat of ransomware, particu- 

arly its impacts? Three overarching themes arose from the analysis 

f the data corpus relating to this question. Each of these themes 

the accessibility of cyber insurance, cyber insurance and mini- 
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are difference between UK and US formal definitions (see Department for Interna- 
um security practices, and the perceived value of cyber insurance 

ith respect to mitigating the impact of the ransomware threat –

re explored in depth below. The themes form part of a necessary 

hole to understand not only how cyber insurance could possibly 

lay a part in an insured, or potentially insured’s, organisation’s 

oolkit against ransomware, but also where cyber insurance, as a 

ool, may face limitations in what it can hope to achieve. 

.1. Accessibility of cyber insurance 

All interviewees and workshop participants agreed that there 

ad been a profound hardening of the cyber insurance market in 

he UK and globally, particularly from 2020. Many interviewees 

uggested that the complexities of dealing with ransomware at- 

acks had caused a need for a significant adjustment of the product 

eing offered to insureds as claim rates – and complexities around 

laim resolution – rose. This has reflected in developments such as 

ncreasing premiums, reduced coverage, increased required secu- 

ity controls, as well as, possibly less frequently, co-insurance and 

ub-limits (II-1; II-4; CS-11; II-9; PS-1; II-11; PS-3; II-17; II-19; II- 

2; PS-3; W-CS12; W-II14), a finding corroborated by news and in- 

ustry reporting ( Aon, 2022 ; Lawton, 2022a , 2022b ). Interviewees 

xplained that as crude rule of thumb, insureds could be “paying 

wice as much for half the cover ” (II-6) year-on-year. Workshop par- 

icipants backed this up: “premiums have gone up by roughly 100% 

ver the last year or so ” (W-II20). The cost of insurance policies –

nd the requirements for purchasing them – are rising and becom- 

ng more stringent as ransomware has shown the potential for cy- 

erattacks to cripple insecure organisations through business inter- 

uptions, at huge costs to the insurers writing their policies: 

“…what ransomware did to the cyber market was it brought 

business interruption as an exposure. Not every company in 

the world would say cyber is one of their top concerns, they 

would all say business interruption is the number one risk they 

face. The moment ransomware brought business interruption, 

the world went crazy.” (II-5) 

Even as this realisation grows, interviewees and workshop par- 

icipants were generally in agreement that “we are not yet seeing 

oo much evidence that the worst is behind us…we’re not yet pricing 

hat in ” (II-15). A workshop participant broker put it accordingly: 

when government [action is taken], will there be a market left to 

ackstop? ” (W-II17), a stark reminder of the fact that cyber insur- 

nce is not only a lifeline for policyholders, but must also return a 

rofit for those involved in writing it. This was a point raised by 

any: 

“…cyber insurance books have been on fire for most of the past 

two years. And they have no choice but to take drastic mea- 

sures. You look at the pricing change… But the insurers don’t 

have a choice. The insurance companies are in business to make 

money. And they have to raise the rates to a point where they 

think they can. And likewise limit coverage.” (II-17; also II-21; 

II-27) 

Although most potential and renewing insureds would face in- 

reasing controls, restrictions and premium rises in relation to cov- 

rage they would be able to purchase, there was suggestion from 

ome, particularly in the UK, that this had not trickled down all 

he way to the much more “off the shelf ” insurance products that 

he smallest organisations would purchase, with limited interroga- 

ion as to their security setup (II-18). 1 This may be because the 
1 The interviewing team did not direct interviewees towards a particular interpre- 

ation of what a micro, small, medium or large-sized business many be, and there 

t

s

t

b

6 
olume of policies written would cover the relatively insignificant 

osts of acting upon a claim from the smallest organisations: the 

hreat of business interruption or data leak that ransomware may 

ose is likely very limited where the organisation itself does not 

ave significant infrastructure, turnover or personal data: 

“…if you’re insuring a business that turns over £500k a year, 

there’s only so bad it can get, right…say you’ve paid £1500 for 

a policy, it’s cheaper for [the insurer] to send you a new laptop.”

(CS-18) 

Participants were broadly in agreement, however, that anything 

arger than the smallest of organisations would likely be notic- 

ng price increases and coverage reductions in the UK market at 

resent. As a workshop participant explained though, that was 

nly to be expected in the current market: “If you’re getting cheap 

remiums now, you’ve got to question how…what’s in the wording 

hat’s restricting cover?” (W-II7). Larger organisations, with insur- 

nce policies typically written jointly by several underwriters (in a 

tower”) were reported to be experiencing a more protracted pro- 

ess in the renewal of policies, in part as a result of the appre-

ension of underwriters: not implicitly trusting risk-assessments 

ndertaken by others, each underwriter requiring their own risk 

eview be undertaken. A similar apprehension also sees additional 

hecks around risk management being undertaken by the reinsur- 

rs involved (II-18). Although the recognition that an insurer’s pro- 

ess of managing risk appetites within a portfolio is not unlike that 

f a fund manager balancing their fund weightings ( Franke, 2017 ), 

otential insureds seem to be increasingly aware of it in the cur- 

ent market. A purchaser of cyber insurance at a large organisation 

escribed recent renewal experiences as: 

“…like Dragon’s Den. You prepare a lot of slides about your or- 

ganisation, its risks, what your cyber security posture looks like, 

what you’re investing in, what it looks like over the next 2–3 

years, what insurance cover you’re looking for. Most of them 

walk out, have questions, put half their money away, you wind 

up with a smaller number of insurers.” (PO-4) 

As the market has hardened, so certain sectors have moved to- 

ards becoming uninsurable. There is a clear business reason for 

his: “to write a sector that is heavily, heavily unprofitable, is just 

oing to make your capital go even further away.” (II-7) Such un- 

rofitability arises from a number of different risk profiles: some 

ectors – such as manufacturing – are regarded as being acutely 

ulnerable to the risk of business interruption, a threat that ran- 

omware has crystallised in a way not previously considered (II- 

0; PO-5; II-27), along with insureds with primary business activi- 

ies involving complex supply chains or cloud or IT solutions. Other 

ectors – for instance, local government bodies – are regarded as 

aving historically poor levels of cyber security practices. In the UK 

articularly, this was linked to underinvestment, potentially due to 

ecreased budgets. One broker reported that: 

“…county councils, police authorities…their failure to invest in 

security over the last couple of years, decades. And insurance 

has been quite a crutch for them, to be honest. So, the removal 

of that insurance has been a challenge…we do not write public 

sector, you know, these aren’t areas of interest for us, even with 

good security.” (II-19) 
ional Trade, 2021 ; US Small Business Administration Office of Advocacy, 2020 ). As 

uch, definitions between participants from, or working within, differing jurisdic- 

ions may have had slightly different parameters when discussing small and larger 

usinesses. 
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2 Such as that put out by national and international cyber security bodies, such 

as the UK’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), or the US’ National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST). 
3 The NCSC’s programme to help organisations improve basic cyber security mea- 

sures. For more see ( NCSC, no date ) 
4 It should be noted that some elements of Cyber Essentials were updated shortly 

after these interviews were performed. 
5 Arguably a significant distinction – particularly in the case of large organisa- 

tions. 
Other potentially uninsurable sectors were highlighted by in- 

erviewees, including (but not limited to) airlines (II-4; II-27; PS- 

), education (II-4; CS-6; II-10; II-23), public sector (II-10; PS- 

), hospitality (II-4; PS-3), healthcare (II-12; II-21), manufacturing 

II-22; II-27) and critical national infrastructure (II-4). Prospective 

lients operating in ‘uninsurable sectors’ may not be able to get 

ny, or sufficient, cyber insurance coverage even if they are able to 

emonstrate that they have a comprehensive grasp of their cyber 

ecurity practices. As one broker indicated: 

“.. those risks, insurers just don’t want to pick them up any- 

more, even when they’re best in class [placing new clients in 

these sectors] this past year, has been nigh on impossible.” (II- 

23) 

Given the obvious concerns that having such uninsurable sec- 

ors may raise, would it not make sense for the industry to lobby 

or a government backstop, to avoid catastrophic loss? Participants 

id not seem convinced that a Pool Re-style reinsurance offering 

ould necessarily be beneficial ( Lucas, 2018 ). Not only would the 

laim rate be far too high, compared with the claims made in the 

ool Re structure, but it may well skew incentives, knowing that 

he government would have a requirement to step in: 

“…political violence is pretty easy to cover because it doesn’t 

happen that much…If you go cyber… SME, urgh, gets ugly, it’s 

a lot of losses. And then for the big stuff, I don’t think they’d 

be equipped. I think you need to change the risk environment, 

before you look at just throwing government money at some- 

thing. Because once you’ve got a government guaranteed payer, 

I mean, cheque books open.” (PS-4) 

It would appear that cyber insurance is increasingly important 

or insureds as a way of mitigating the impact(s) that ransomware 

ay have – but this importance is reflected in ever-higher barri- 

rs to entry and renewal. This suggests that cyber insurance has 

 mixed ability to mitigate against the realities of ransomware at- 

acks. The hardening of the market highlights the ways in which 

he pressure from the crippling effects that ransomware can have 

n the running of organisations had not been appropriately under- 

tood, or priced in, historically. Ironically, such hardening should 

lso signal to prospective insureds the increasing need for cyber 

nsurance, precisely as claims rise in the face of escalating cyber 

isk. It shows the reliance that insureds are placing upon their cy- 

er insurance as a way of dealing with attacks when they occur. 

s the insurance industry has rallied to understand the risks asso- 

iated with the significant increase in claims since 2020, so their 

tandards for insuring clients have raised. This leads to the difficult 

ndpoint that some sectors, at present, may be relatively uninsur- 

ble, thus unable to mitigate the ransomware impacts through in- 

urance. 

.2. Cyber insurance and minimum cyber security practices 

One consequence of the hardening cyber insurance market has 

een the requirement that prospective insureds meet higher cy- 

er security standards. This directly relates to our research ques- 

ion and the potential positive impact of insurance for the insured 

n ransomware mitigation. Insurers and reinsurers described how 

hey seek to gain a better understanding of the cyber security foot- 

ng of prospective insureds, in particular, the extent to which they 

ould stave off potential ransomware attacks. Multiple interviewees 

ecited similar lists of necessary security controls. 

“I’m listing [the controls] out…without any notes in front of me, 

because it’s kind of ingrained into an underwriter’s head now, 

that all these controls are really important to mitigate or pre- 

vent or reduce the cost of a ransomware attack.” (II-4) 
7 
The basket of security controls that are now demanded could 

e said to look similar to general governmental guidance. 2 So why 

o insurers not simply mandate adherence to one or other of these 

uides or standards of best practice? Participants were of the view 

hat these were necessary, but not sufficient, steps to show robust 

yber security measures, except, perhaps, in the smallest of organi- 

ations. In the UK, Cyber Essentials is the recognised governmental 

tandard. 3 Participants articulated, however, that this standard is 

oo basic and/or outdated for organisations above SME level (II-18; 

I-19; II-23; CS-16). 4 

“I had a UK retailer recently [looking to gain insurance], a fairly 

sizeable company, but when it comes to…the controls they 

were describing, they were exceptionally basic…‘Oh yes, we fol- 

low password guidance from the National Cyber Security Cen- 

tre’ [and I said] ‘Yes, but I was asking you about privilege access 

management…’.” (W-II5) 

Insurers were also reticent to require potential insureds to fol- 

ow certification schemes from organisations based outside of the 

K, such as NIST, because this could impact the potential client 

ase (CS-9; II-25). Standards were not felt to be specific enough to 

ive any ideas as to how the organisation in front of them asking 

or insurance would look or behave: 

“…we need a way of certification that is thematic, or broad 

brush enough that it covers four or five dynamics of a com- 

pany’s policy posture … but [there] needs to be gradation in 

it; we cannot have this binary [of] ‘You meet a standard, yay!’.”

(II-9) 

As such, a key aspect of requirements being handed to prospec- 

ive insureds are instead drawn from the combined experience of 

nderwriters, claims handlers and breach responders, based upon 

n insurer’s handling of prior claims (PO-3, II-24). By far, the most- 

ommonly demanded security controls were MFA – either on all 

ccounts or on remote access accounts 5 – network segmentation, 

ecure offline backups, regular patching cadence, remote desktop 

rotocol (RDP) access control, and endpoint detection and response 

EDR) solutions (II-1; CS-1; CS-4; II-2; II-4; II-8; CS-11; II-10; II-11; 

I-12; II-14; PO-3; II-17; II-19; II-20; II-22; II-23; II-25; II-26; II-27; 

S-16; II-28; W-II7; W-II10; W-II12; W-PO1). 

How, then, do insurers work to get the information that they 

onsider necessary to understand a prospective insured’s security 

ooting? Questionnaires and external scans were mentioned as be- 

ng particularly popular; yet both were described by some as hav- 

ng considerable flaws. The particular methods used – and weight- 

ng applied to those methods – varied between insurers. As one 

nterviewee noted, “I don’t think everybody’s using the same tool 

uite, or the same philosophy ” (PS-4). In the workshop, one partic- 

pant working for a purchasing organisation explained the frustra- 

ion their organisation felt when their experience was “a controls 

ulture…tick box, great everything is fine…”. They went on to talk 

bout their experience of describing their backup processes: “[the 

nsurers] don’t really care how you’ve managed [it]…or that somehow 

here’s a connection so it’s not really offline…that’s kind of a danger- 

us thing ” (W-PO1). 
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Concerns were raised about the utility of external scanning 

ools. One cyber security stakeholder likened these to credit-rating 

hecks; attractive because of their simplicity and relative ease, but 

superficial” for the same reason (CS-3); “…from a practitioner’s 

erspective, I wouldn’t trust them at all, because it’s so passive and 

emoved that it doesn’t really tell you much ” (CS-10). It was con- 

idered that it might, at best, highlight low-hanging fruit – and 

t worst, may reduce the insurer’s credibility by showing the lack 

f knowledge of the limitations of the scans themselves. An ex- 

erienced cyber security consultant shared a story exploring how 

xternal vulnerability scanning highlighted a lack of insurer knowl- 

dge in their business model: 

“…we were scanned by one of the well-known organisations, 

who then pinged a note to our CTO to go ‘Oh my God, you’re 

super high risk of being ransomware-d!’ And he went…‘Yes, 

what you discovered was our training network that was delib- 

erately left open for our training people to go and train on. And 

you completely missed everything else.’” (CS-6) 

Insurers agreed that false positives were standard with external 

canning, and that red flags would be confirmed as a false pos- 

tive with a conversation with the prospective insured (II-28). It 

as also noted that whilst they used an external scanning tool as 

art of their underwriting procedure, this was “generally only to 

pot whether there’s any massive red flags ”; rather, the bulk of the 

isk assessment would be derived through the questionnaire (II- 

4). 

The efficacy of questionnaires was queried by participants both 

n the interviews and workshops; as highlighted in the previous 

ection, all participants involved in the underwriting process were 

ow insisting on their own questionnaires (PO-3). Furthermore, de- 

pite insurers using separate questionnaires for ransomware (II-11; 

I-16; II-26), they were described as being too “binary” to cap- 

ure the finesse or nuance of contemporary cyber security and ran- 

omware risk (II-4; II-10; PO-4; CS-14; PO-5; CS-18), an argument 

choing that made in Sales (2013) . As a broker put it in the work-

hop: “We just recently redid an application form, because we were 

ed up with the 15 different versions that were told had to be com- 

lied with by the market, so we made one that basically did every- 

hing in one place.” (W-II7). Not only might insureds have to an- 

wer “the same question by nine different teams and in nine different 

ays ” (II-19; also II-27), but questions, poorly posed, could lead to 

neffective, yet seemingly “correct” answers. One interviewee ref- 

renced an example of insurer who only offered policies to clients 

ith backup procedures in place – policing this through question- 

aires – but that whilst one of the clients did produce backups, 

hey had not taken a backup for eighteen months (II-9). For the in- 

erviewee, this highlighted the importance of internal policies and 

nternal cyber security culture, rather than system security per se 

II-9). A lack of cyber security knowledge, too, can be covered up 

ith a “correct” answer on a questionnaire, as one cyber security 

takeholder described: 

“…we did a ransomware risk assessment for a company. 

They’ve got EDR [Endpoint Detection and Response] every- 

where it’s all wonderful, really good, we did some really sim- 

ple tests, [following the tests we realised] we’ve got an issue 

here…we’d gone onto one of their servers and [were able to] 

run Mimikatz…Completely went like “What the hell’s happened 

here?!” Turns out no one had ever taken their EDR out of learn- 

ing mode and [put it] into blocking mode. It just never hap- 

pened. They’re insured and I know on their form they said yeah 

we’ve got EDR everywhere, because the form says have you got 

it or not, it doesn’t say is it configured properly.” (CS-18) 
8 
The challenges of assessing the risk, assessing the measures to 

itigate the risk, and assessing the assessment methods, place in- 

urers in a challenging position. An incident responder described 

his accordingly: 

“…insurers being able to effectively price their risk – it’s re- 

ally, really hard, and insurers are also not doing a good job of it 

despite how hard it is of measuring the risk…doing a security 

assessment, you ask any security consultant out there, they’ll 

struggle to do a reasonable security assessment for less than 

[£15,0 0 0]. Now the price of a cyber policy for most organisa- 

tions isn’t much more than that, so that doesn’t work…” (CS-9) 

Many participants noted that there is another issue for insurers: 

he “shortage of skills” (II7) of those responsible for assessing the 

isk. 

“…I don’t think all underwriting claims teams have the knowl- 

edge, the capability, to understand this risk properly. They don’t 

have specialists…it’s either the clever grad that wants to get in 

because this is a growing space, or its someone that isn’t good 

at other things and they been ousted into this space… and that 

leaves these problems.” (CS-9) 

This leads to difficulties in those fundamental aspects of un- 

erwriting in particular – the modelling and balancing of risks to 

chieve a palatable overall portfolio. In more established insurance 

ines, participants described how modelling was easily carried out 

y people with significant “histor[ical data] and…PhDs ” (II-9), both 

f which are not as available for cyber risk, leaving “a skills gap”, 

eaning that the “mental map isn’t there” (II-9). 

Even with the right sort of questions in place, there remains the 

uestion of whether the relative novelty of cyber as a class means 

hat those underwriters dealing with the answers “don’t have the 

istory and the experience in it…do they know what to do with 

he [answers to the questionnaires]?” (II-13) 

The inevitable transfer of the same small group of knowledge- 

ble participants from firm to firm “because they don’t know 

here to get people from” (CS-14) leads to a lack of thinking “out- 

ide the box” (CS-14) in terms of approaching the risk. The novelty 

nd size of the market, however, also has led to firms giving sig- 

ificant exposure to relatively inexperienced underwriters: 

“… you see some [underwriters] come in, they’ve just been 

underwriting liability a year, and they’ve been given £10 mil- 

lion line down to put down – some of the older underwriters 

are horrified – the limited experience in their mind, and the 

amount of money they’re being given to write…it’s the nature 

of the beast – there’s not enough experience to go around.” (II- 

18) 

And so, in the face of ever-increasing losses, it must be noted 

hat a primary driving force for insurers behind the raising of min- 

mum cyber security practices was the desire to protect profitabil- 

ty – and sustainability – of cyber insurance. In this sense, in- 

urers had a financial interest in the raising of cyber security to: 

a) reduce the likelihood of ransomware infecting their insureds’ 

ystems; and (b) reduce the costs of ransomware incidents, were 

hey to occur. Given the significant leverage that insurers have over 

hose wanting to be insured, this necessarily has forced an adop- 

ion of those measures that the insurance industry has decided 

hould be in place in order to gain coverage. Some organisations 

ere reported to be considering whether self-insurance against cy- 

er risk may be more palatable in the face of sky-high premiums, 

ut this is neither feasible nor realistic for organisations who lack 

ignificant financial reserves (CS-8; II-6; PO-4; II-23). This leverage 

ay end up with more organisations having better security foot- 

ng, and is certainly more likely to effect change than cyber secu- 
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ity solution vendors, on the whole: “…customers ultimately aren’t 

oing to do anything unless they know it’s going to be reimbursed ”

II-2). Another underwriter stated that they were “making the client 

hink more about their security. We’re trying to force those minimum 

tandards to increase, so that the losses come down. ” (II-8) 

The speed at which the cyber threat to insureds evolves is far 

reater than the time between renewals. How did insurers hope to 

itigate the impact of new threats arising to insured during a pol- 

cy period? Underwriters discussed the possibility of using specific 

riggers to require the insured to act within a specific time frame, 

r have their coverage limited. It was noted that purposefully used 

egular insured surface scans and detailed provision of threat intel- 

igence – already offered by many insurers – could help to target 

uch risks specifically and quickly (W-II9). One example given was 

hat high-end common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVEs) could 

all under endorsements, as a way of limiting the insurer’s expo- 

ure to threats that were not known about at the time of writing 

he policy. Should an insurer identify a vulnerability in an existing 

nsured’s system, and inform them of the vulnerability, they could 

hen give them a time limit to patch it or risk losing all or par-

ial coverage if that particular vulnerability is exploited by hackers 

II-8). Coverage could lapse fully if the vulnerability is not patched 

ithin a stated period (II-8). 

Such a tightening of requirements may be driven by a desire to 

rotect profitability, but it also drives towards higher cyber secu- 

ity standards: in this respect, it must be considered that cyber 

nsurance will mitigate impact of the ransomware threat simply 

y ensuring that insureds take more steps to protect themselves. 

ome interviewees recognised that it took a shock to the system –

he shock provided by the threat of sustained losses from claims 

elating to ransomware – to stop cyber insurance being priced in- 

ppropriately, with the potential risks posed by an online world 

eing misunderstood. The way to reducing these losses has, de- 

pite being significantly more expensive than ever before to hold 

uch policies, required potential insureds to evidence their cyber 

ecurity practices in ways never previously considered. 

.3. Perceived value of cyber insurance with respect to mitigating the 

mpact of the ransomware threat 

The previous themes considered how, by raising the barriers to 

ntry, cyber insurance should clearly be helping insured organisa- 

ions to mitigate the impact of ransomware attacks. But is this as 

bjectively true as one might imagine? This theme focuses specif- 

cally on the value as perceived by the study’s participants. Ran- 

omware has, in effect, prom pted a recalibration of risk-assessing 

yber threats to organisations; it is regarded as the “next evolu- 

ion” of acute cyber risk (PS-4). A consistent theme in the inter- 

iews was that the addition of potentially severe business inter- 

uption in combination with the often severe, but more widely un- 

erstood, data leakage should cause organisations of all sizes to be 

earful: 

“…the difference is if you go back 4–5 years ago, losses from 

ransomware didn’t exist…one of the reasons why we struggled 

to sell the product, because people didn’t think they had much 

exposure, it was all very much a data exposure, and if you 

didn’t have data, you didn’t buy the product.” (II-8) 

Whilst it was clear that business interruption coverage is, “the 

hing clients need [in a cyber insurance policy] … that keeps them 

unning as an entity ” (II-8), feelings were mixed as to the threat 

hat data exfiltration poses to organisations. Despite data breaches 

ecoming more routine, every time data is stolen it can “feel as 

rave as the business interruption ” (PO-6). Quite aside from the in- 
9 
reased regulatory obligations associated with the disclosure of 

ata breaches – it can never be concretely ascertained by the vic- 

im where the data has ended up; if it has been leaked online, this 

ay lead to significant legal fees to secure injunctions (W-PS3). 

here were mixed opinions upon whether data exfiltration would 

ore likely cause an organisation to pay a ransom. “…we have had 

o many clients that have decided we’re going to pay that ransom to 

void that data being released. I would say 80% of the time the data 

ets leaked anyway, even if you pay the ransom ” (II-5). Participants 

uggested that on balance, it was better to not pay the ransom to 

revent data leakage, because the victim could be hit with a sec- 

ndary impact via a reputational hit; both for the exposure of the 

ata and for the payment to a criminal entity (II-5; also CS-11; II- 

8). 

One of the core aspects that a cyber insurance policy provides 

o firms that may otherwise not have the capacity is resources, 

n the time of an attack. Ranging from lawyers, to digital forensic 

pecialists, recovery teams, data breach and data protection spe- 

ialists, PR teams and negotiators, these groups of experts are ei- 

her brought in externally (as part of a “panel” of such experts) 

y insurers at the moment the insured needs the support, or, in 

ome cases, may be a specialist part of the insurance firm it- 

elf. This support network could be particularly useful for smaller 

nsureds: 

“the smaller the entity, the more they need those services be- 

cause they don’t know how to fix an issue…they don’t have a 

hundred people in IT who can advise them who to speak to, to 

help fix it…we have it there for when clients need it.” (II-8) 

This was echoed by participants in the workshop: 

“[previous participants were talking about] the difference be- 

tween insuring recovery efforts and costs and [just] paying [the] 

insurance [premium]…This only occurred to me now and is ob- 

vious to everyone else but that seems like quite a powerful dis- 

tinction to make." (W-CS9) 

The centralised nature of the response allowed for proactive 

risis management, particularly in more complex situations. A le- 

al professional described this accordingly, suggesting that whilst 

here was variation: 

“…if you’ve got the messiest types of ransomware incidents 

that have run over weeks and it’s knocked out national level 

companies, the best situation would be: each day you have 

a main management call where you have the client, internal 

stakeholders, you’d have your forensics and you’d have your PR, 

[and] the breach coach, typically chair[s] those meetings. Ev- 

eryone then goes off and does their own work stream, so the 

forensics are dealing with the IT leads day to day. PR are deal- 

ing with the comms guys day to day, so everything’s not com- 

ing through us [the insurer] but once we’ve kind of set things 

up, in some respects we are the gatekeepers … but by and large 

then everyone goes away and does their own thing and then re- 

convenes, if you see what I mean.” (PS-3) 

Given the sheer number of specialised roles that may be re- 

uired to manage a post-ransomware recovery, it is reasonable to 

sk two questions: where do insurers fit in, and also, is it not just 

heaper for insurers to promote paying the ransom, rather than 

ooting the cost for all these professionals? 

It was clear that – although insurers may, to some extent, be in- 

olved in deciding who may be in the room, given their ability to 

hoose who is part of the initial panel that is put together – they 

re largely not involved in decision-making day-to-day. The re- 

oval of insurers from the hands-on decision-making process dur- 

ng an incident meant that insurers were not generally in a posi- 
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ion to push for particular remediation approaches. A ransomware 

ecovery specialist detailed how insurers were “not really in the 

oom, if you will, when these decisions or discussions are made…- 

ypically the insurance policy require, you know, some sort of pre- 

pproval before a ransom is paid…the insurance company has to at 

east acknowledge it, and give consent or waive consent ” (CS-13). This 

as further corroborated by another incident responder, who de- 

cribed how: 

“the general flow is the breach coach or claims person reaches 

out to validate availability and capacity and clear conflicts, fol- 

lowing that there’ll be a kick-off call with the client where the 

claims officer will attend. And that’s the verb I use rather than 

participate. Often times they’re there just for specific questions 

and to sort of make sure that it all happen. And if everything 

goes smoothly, there’s really no involvement from the claims 

team other than a weekly budget update.” (CS-15) 

The insurer, thus, may be informed to the extent necessary as 

er the terms of the policy in question. An interviewee from a con- 

ultancy firm involved in incident response noted that after being 

ontacted by the panel-forming entity – often an insurer: 

“…we end up getting into a situation where there’s a meet- 

ing, we do a scoping call, we understand what’s happened. And 

then we basically go away and put together a scope of work to 

recommend how we can help the client, that side of the work 

does get scrutinised by the insurer, it’s not an open book, we 

can’t go and rebuild the client’s environment and all that stuff, 

there’s very strict rules or unwritten rules about what goes into 

that.” (CS-16) 

That the insurer is rarely involved in decision-making, so much 

s essentially being there to approve the spend, is an important 

spect of approaching the debate as to whether the existence of 

yber insurance could be promoting the payment of ransoms. This 

iew is based on a perception that in some cases, payment of a de- 

anded ransom may be the cheapest option available to the vic- 

im. 

Some interviewees raised this concern; particularly intervie- 

ees from government and law enforcement. For instance, one 

aw enforcement interviewee speculated that: “I don’t think we 

now…instincts would say that I think if you are insured against 

t, you are probably more likely to pay…I think the data on this 

s poor…if you have insurance you’re more likely to pay because it 

akes more sense for you as a business ” (LE-1). A civil service inter- 

iewee suggested that insurers “normalise the payment of ransoms. 

t’s turned into sort of standard business practice ” (GT-4). Further- 

ore, an international law enforcement interviewee expressed the 

iew that insurance firms would prefer their clients pay a ransom 

f it was cheaper than the cost rebuilding damaged infrastructure, 

lthough they acknowledged that “we don’t have the data to say 

hat ” (LE-2). Additionally, the interviewee also noted that: 

“…what we certainly see that a lot of criminals now use the 

fact that organisations have insurance…makes them more likely 

a target…” (LE-2) 

This is a sentiment borne out in media interviews with ran- 

omware operatives: “Conti prefers targets that have cyber insur- 

nce in place as they offer a higher chance of a successful pay- 

ay … some of Conti’s targets are prioritised over others because 

hey have cyber insurance” ( Check Point Research, 2022 ), see also 

 Khodjibaev et al., 2021 ; Smilyanets, 2021 ). Unsurprisingly, those 

n the industry did not consider paying a ransom was the panacea 

hat it might seem at first pass: 
10 
“All the professions I’ve ever worked with do everything they 

can to try and avoid a payment being made, whereas it seems 

the court of popular opinion is oh this is really easy for us, let’s 

just pay the ransom and we’ll move on. This is absolute non- 

sense because you still end up rebuilding the environments, you 

still end up dealing with notifications and all the legal fall out, 

and all we’ve done is pay the ransom on top of that.” (W-II12) 

That said, there was also recognition from inside the insurance 

ndustry that the creation of panels to process such events may 

ell facilitate ransom payments where this may well not have oth- 

rwise happened: 

“Most organisations, if there wasn’t a market for the nego- 

tiators as well, would have no ready access to Bitcoin and 

it’d take them weeks and months to get all of the financ- 

ing through…whereas now it’s a legitimate bank transfer and 

somebody else deals with that side. It’s that combination of 

those two things which has created the perfect storm of actors 

knowing they can get huge pay days, very quickly and with very 

little pushback.” (CS-12) 

A risk analytics specialist, discussing the propensity to pay a 

ansom, suggested that it was: 

“…probably 50/50, right…obviously no-one from the insurance 

industry really wants to go on the record and say, clearly it has 

amplified this. It clearly has. But, for everybody in that value 

chain, it has become a business decision…to pay or not to pay, 

as long as there is a high probability of recovery, you pay. The 

only way that you stop paying is to legally disincentivise pay- 

ment.” (II-9) 

To complement these perspectives, a breach counsel intervie- 

ee suggested that: 

“…there’s definitely a difference of approach by insurers across 

the market. Some have more of a set position in relation to ran- 

soms, but I think probably the one thing that unifies them all is 

it is ultimately the decision of the insured to pay a ransom. The 

other thing that I think probably unifies them is they’re very 

careful to try and educate insureds as to their actual experi- 

ence of what happens if you do pay a ransom and the pros and 

the cons of it. So they’re giving the insureds all the information 

that they need to be able to make that decision.” (PS-4) 

An interviewee from a large insured organisation noted their 

rm’s finances were such that they would not necessarily need to 

raw on a cyber insurance policy when deciding whether or not 

o pay a demanded ransom (PO-2). They noted that sourcing the 

ayment of a ransom from an insurance policy may make the de- 

ision more palatable for the leadership, but that the existence of 

nsurance was unlikely to be a decisive factor (PO-2). 

This is the key argument for the importance of cyber insurance: 

hilst not all organisations would have the funds to pay a ran- 

om as the one mentioned above, it does provide more options as 

o solving the issue when it occurs. An underwriter explained this 

ccordingly: 

“…if they were uninsured, they just wouldn’t have the options 

that we’re giving them, potentially they wouldn’t have access 

to the same level of expertise to try to recover their data, to 

access publicly available decryption keys if that is the case and 

to work through all of that process, to get to the point where 

it is the last option to pay the ransom, so with our help I think

it’s a lot more likely that the ransom wouldn’t be paid.” (II-16) 

Another insurance stakeholder concurred, noting that the sup- 

ort offered by the insurance “means they’ve got other options than 
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ust paying the ransom. It actually makes it less likely that they’d pay ”

II-18). An executive of a cyber insurance firm emphasised: 

“the vast majority of times, clients elect not to pay because they 

have the financial security because that’s taken care of by insur- 

ance, they don’t have to worry about litigation because that’s 

taken care of by insurance, they have another option…that’s 

what I mean by having other options, financially they don’t 

have to worry about a potentially business ending event.” (W- 

II12) 

On top of the ability to offer services, participants noted the ac- 

rued knowledge of ransomware operatives that those firms work- 

ng on a panel could provide to the insured in the event of an at-

ack. This knowledge would be particularly important in explaining 

he risk of even considering paying a ransom. As one claims pro- 

essional put it: 

“Sometimes the decryption key is a much faster means of re- 

covery even if you had backups. I know security experts will 

say there’s often really crap keys out there, and that’s also true. 

[This is] something that the best ransomware negotiation ex- 

perts and other technical experts can often opine on in the mid- 

dle of the event.” (II-1) 

One cyber security consultant recalled instances where decryp- 

ion keys, once obtained, contained coding errors, or, even worse, 

ould not decrypt because of some issue on the encryption side 

CS-6). This outcome would lead to a fresh set of concerns: was 

he inability to use the key intentional? Did the purchase of the 

ey add the victim to “the sucker list, where they’ll get hit again? 

ave they guaranteed that there’s nobody still on the network…They 

ould decrypt and then re-encrypt all over again. ” (CS-6). 

Despite the risks, participants noted that – even if some in- 

ureds would pay the ransom because of, rather than in spite of, 

heir insurance, and even if some ransomware groups used lists of 

hose with insurance to target – the reality remains that cyber in- 

urance has low penetration rates and thus, proportionately, could 

ot be said to be making a significant difference in making ransom 

ayments more palatable when the majority of organisations still 

id not have coverage: 

“let’s not forget that cyber insurance still has very low levels 

of penetration … so globally less than 15% of businesses, and I 

would say less than 10% of businesses buy cyber insurance, so 

it’s kind of the tail wagging the dog if you think that the 10% is

driving the 90%.” (II-2) 

In addition, remembering the relatively distanced role that in- 

urers have during an incident, interviewees argued that it is the 

ictims who make a decision as to how they would like to pro- 

eed during an incident, and whether or not the ransom should be 

aid: “ultimately it’s the end client that’s deciding on decisions like 

ay or don’t pay ” (II-2) and “you’re going to pay a ransom, that is 

our decision as a business. We are not going to say pay, we are not

oing to say don’t pay, that’s not our call, it’s your business, it’s your 

all ” (II-5). However, a common narrative was that the support net- 

ork provided by insurers were increasingly cognisant of the im- 

ortance of sanctions compliance checks: this additional scrutiny 

his required further reduced propensity to pay ransoms (II-1; CS- 

; AC-1; CS-9; II-4; II-5; PS-1; II-11; CS-12; II-15; PO-2; II-16; II- 

8; II-19; II-21; W-II10; W-II12). Insurers, being regulated entities 

nd as such bound by additional standards and scrutiny compared 

o other actors involved in the restoration process, would not be 

ble to reimburse payments that were made to organisations that 

ere subsequently found to be sanctioned, and similarly would 

ot receive their own reimbursement payment from reinsurers. 

ne workshop participant gave this example of guidance recently 
11 
iven to insurers: “the Lloyds Market Association put together a guid- 

nce note or protocol putting together checks that should be made 

efore a ransom payment is made, so that sets out all the sanc- 

ions and the checks that should be made at a fairly granular level.”

W-PS2) 

This finding suggests the importance of the updated guidance 

ith respect to ransomware from OFAC in 2021 ( Department of 

he Treasury, 2021 ) in ensuring proper sanctions checks through- 

ut the process (II-8; CS-11). 

. Discussion 

The responses reflected in the interviews and workshops high- 

ight the difficulty of appraising the role of cyber insurance in 

erms of mitigating the threat of ransomware, particularly its im- 

acts. The first two themes analysed in the results section – the 

ccessibility of insurance and the increasing cyber security stan- 

ards needed to get insured – showed that a hardening market 

resents opportunities for insurers to require higher cyber security 

tandards prior to offering insurance which, appropriately done, 

ill end up with insureds with better cyber reliance. However, 

ardening markets mean that some organisations cannot, or will 

ot, access insurance at all. This leaves questions over the possi- 

ility of using cyber insurance, and thus the insurance industry as 

 whole, as a way of policing cyber security controls and, by ex- 

ension, potentially limiting the success of ransomware operations. 

articipants recalled the difficulty with which the industry, in this 

oment, seemed to have with the fact that seasoned experts with 

n ability to understand the cyber security risk and subsequently 

eaningfully quantify it. Although, the argument may have been 

ade that, ultimately, insurance may end up running the com- 

uter security industry ( Schneier 2001 ), the reported state of tech- 

ical knowledge at present suggests that asking insurance compa- 

ies to be the arbiters of good cyber security practice is not ap- 

ropriate at present. As the third theme highlighted, perceptions 

f the value of the product are disparate, depending upon who is 

sked the question. The discussion about the bearing of insurers 

n ransomware is also complicated by polarised stakeholder posi- 

ions about the options that having an insurance product provides 

o an insured. These positions highlight the fact that the act of 

rofessionalising the process of organisational recovery after a ran- 

omware attack can both be the most beneficial option provided to 

 firm whilst also making acquiescing to criminal demands eas- 

er; but also, that not having insurance may limit an organisa- 

ion’s options down to only those demanded by the ransomware 

perative. 

.1. Difficulty of using insurance as a way of policing organisational 

ecurity standards 

The interviewed candidates made it clear that if it were not 

ansomware, there would have been some other threat that would 

ave emerged and made both insurers and insureds take notice. 

here was a recognition from participants – albeit, perhaps, in 

indsight, that both the hardening of the market, and the increase 

f cyber security hygiene would have happened at some point –

nd it happened to be prompted by ransomware. The double im- 

act of business interruption and potential uncontrolled data ex- 

ltration requires both strong organisational cyber security strate- 

ies, but also robust mitigation strategies when the cyber secu- 

ity fails ( Kenneally et al., 2020 ; Logan et al., 2021 ). What the

ardening of the insurance market in light of the rise of ran- 

omware shows is how reactive the insurance industry has had 

o be to protect their books ( Romanosky et al., 2019 ; Lerman and
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6 In the case of employers’ liability insurance, it is the requirement to protect 
e Vynck, 2021 ; MacColl et al., 2021 ; Millman, 2021 ; Ruel, 2021 ;

 Sophos, 2022 ); Sheehan, 2022 ). The sudden hardening of the mar- 

et could be interpreted in at least two ways. It is possible that 

he pricing of policies was too cheap before ransomware became 

 major issue. Alternatively, the movement toward increased pric- 

ng could indicate the importance that is now placed on increased 

nderstanding and correction of what is needed as a minimum to 

ain access to appropriate coverage. 

Regardless of these interpretations, this reactivity is extremely 

mportant for two points. First, it underlines the fact that, whilst 

nsurance may be considered a vital source of risk management in 

oday’s society, it is entirely up to the insurer whether or not they 

ill write a policy. If they choose to do so, they determine at what

rice, and under what terms, they will write it at, based on their 

wn understanding of the risk impact ( Smith, 2021 ; Curtis, 2022 ). 

econd, it shows how the insurance industry is (or certainly was) 

omewhat behind the curve in understanding what robust cy- 

er security standards in organisations should be ( Lerman and de 

ynck, 2021 ), in part because of the novelty of the risk and subse- 

uent inability to understand it ( Markopoulou, 2021 ; Cremer et al., 

022 ). The interviews, as well as a number of industry articles 

 Jimenez-Sanchez, 2022 ; Muncaster, 2022 ; DuChene, 2022 ) show 

ow this has been exacerbated by a lack of specialist knowledge. 

oth points raise significant issues in terms of the expectations 

hat it is, arguably, possible to have of the insurance industry when 

onsidering the industry’s role in mitigating the threat of ran- 

omware. 

Indeed, it is possible to consider that whilst the closing of the 

arket to, in some cases, entire sectors, highlights the limitations 

hat cyber insurance can have in mitigating something as pro- 

oundly dangerous to organisations as a full-scale ransomware at- 

ack, it is important to recognise the importance of the lack of 

bility to understand the risk fully. In the situation where they 

ppear to be at present, it is hard to expect insurers to be able

o ask the right questions – and interpret the answers appro- 

riately – if they do not have the requisite expertise. In this 

ase, at this moment where the “race to the bottom” ( Woods and 

oore, 2020 ) has caused significant losses, the subsequent tight- 

ning of requirements means that whilst those that can afford 

o pay premiums and improve their security footing will bene- 

t, those that cannot may see none of that benefit directly. In- 

irectly they could, of course, should they interact with organi- 

ations who have improved their cyber security footing to gain 

nsurance coverage, as explored in Sales (2013) . However, given 

he potential severity of ransomware risk for some organisations 

manifested most acutely in terms of business interruption and 

ata breach – without access to capital, some organisations who 

ay survive an incident with cyber insurance coverage may oth- 

rwise go bankrupt in its absence ( Cowbell, 2020 ; Woods and 

oore, 2020 ; CNBC, 2021 ; Knutson, 2021 ; MacColl et al., 2021 ). An

nteresting finding here was that large organisations may be more 

ikely to treat cyber insurance as an ‘option’ to assist in a severe 

ansomware breach; this could be due to their size and the real- 

ty that they are more likely to have the opportunity to self-insure 

 Holmes, 2022 ). 

Ransomware is far from the only risk that insurers face that 

an see enormous losses rack up, yet participants were not keen 

n the notion that a government backstopped reinsurance fund 

ay be beneficial, a sentiment shared in the literature ( Ryan, 2016 ; 

oods and Simpson, 2017 ; Wolff and Lehr, 2018 ). Across all cyber 

nsurance products for all organisations, such a scheme absolutely 

akes no sense. Yet large number of uninsurable sectors are pub- 

ic bodies, with participants describing their lack of funding and 

xpertise as key features behind the lack of insurability. In these 

ases, lack of a profitable insurance product leads to significant 
c

12 
oles in any positive mitigation that insurance products can pro- 

ide against ransomware. 

The raising of minimum security standards, albeit as a result of 

evere losses, is obviously beneficial for organisations that work to 

eet those obligations, as their security profile should be raised 

s a result. The data collected paints a mixed picture as to how 

traightforward a win this has been. Underwriters and brokers are 

ot cyber security specialists (although some have moved to bring 

yber security firms in house; for a recent example, see special- 

ty insurer HSB’s acquisition of a cyber security platform from Ze- 

uro ( HSB, 2021 )). Participants highlighted insufficient screening 

ractices during the policy agreement or renewal phase. The re- 

uirements – whilst obviously differing dependant upon the size, 

ndustry and organisational setup of a potential insured – re- 

ain largely in line with those that cyber security certifications 

whether that be comparable to Cyber Essentials for SMEs, or 

IST Cybersecurity Framework (CSF) or ISO 27001 certification for 

arger firms) ( ISO, no date ; NCSC, no date ; NIST no date ), have re-

uired for a significant period of time ( NCSC, 2021 ; ( Sophos, 2022 );

awton, 2022a ). Importantly, though, cyber security standards and 

ertifications were largely dismissed as being little more than part 

f the discussion rather than be taken at face value, with signifi- 

ant further documentation and discussion of practices required by 

ll the insurers (and possibly even reinsurers) involved in writing 

he policy. 

Insurers are de facto acting as policemen to raise standards 

mongst insureds ( Kudale, 2021 ) – an act that must serve to miti- 

ate the threat of ransomware by virtue of reducing possible attack 

ectors. Yet, given that they are reliant upon pricing policies based 

pon their own understanding of risk – which has, arguably, been 

ehind the curve in recent times – it is risky to continue to use 

hem as the arbiter of cyber security standards amongst organisa- 

ions. Other types of insurance an organisation may be obliged to 

ake out in the UK (such as employers’ liability insurance) have a 

egal basis behind them – that is, the insurance helps the com- 

any meet legal objectives. 6 To date, there is no such obligation 

r legal basis for cyber insurance. This may not be palatable for a 

umber of reasons, least of all the speed with which cyber threats 

roliferate and evolve. But this would provide an understood ba- 

is, set out by government, as to what qualifies as adequate cyber 

ecurity measures for organisations, as opposed to putting this on 

he shoulders of the insurance industry, who are not appropriately 

laced to bear the entirety of the societal risk that cyber threats 

uch as ransomware can pose. 

.2. Differing views of stakeholders as to the mitigating power of 

nsurers 

One issue that became apparent during the interview pro- 

ess was the entrenched views that groups of participants ap- 

eared to hold about the potential for insurance firms to miti- 

ate the threat of ransomware. This is problematic because with- 

ut an open-minded approach from all participants, moving for- 

ard to a more sustainable solution could prove challenging. As 

esearchers, we were struck by the incompatibility of some of 

he statements made by participants. Those working in the indus- 

ry viewed their role, unsurprisingly, as a positive one working 

o provide clients with a range of products that vastly widened 

heir potential support mechanisms, a view that is ostensibly true 

 Woods and Moore, 2020 ; MacColl et al., 2021 ). Yet these same 

upport mechanisms were viewed very differently by those partic- 

pants working in government and law enforcement in particular, 
urrent and former employees as enshrined in the Employers Liability Act 1969. 
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owever, given that the most effective outcome for an insured may 

nvolve facilitating ransom payments and letting the ransomware 

peratives have their payday. 

The truth is likely somewhere in the middle. It is without ques- 

ion that the range of services that cyber insurers offer to an in- 

ured that is subject to a cyberattack (ransomware or otherwise) 

ill help all but the biggest firms by providing specialist services 

hat can handle every part of the remediation process. Those ser- 

ices must certainly widen the range of possible actions that in- 

ureds under attack can take, and in combination with higher 

ecurity standards, the argument is that restoration of services 

hould be much quicker and much more possible, with less long- 

erm damage. 

However, the focus of those participants in law enforcement 

nd government is that having insurers on standby with deep 

ockets and a desire to make issues go away fast will necessar- 

ly allow for bigger and more frequent ransom payments than 

therwise – that is, introducing moral hazard as a result of the 

asier access to means of ransom payment ( Gordon et al., 2003 ; 

olot and Lelarge, 2009 ; Bailey, 2014 ). Those in industry disagreed 

ith this: it is naïve to assume that paying a ransom will imme- 

iately return systems to normal, or that any key provided upon 

ayment will even work – and furthermore, it is up to the client 

hether or not to pay, not the insurer – and yes, it is the insurer’s

oney, but where will the organisation get cyber insurance in the 

uture? But there was also recognition that, in being forced to sys- 

ematise the response process, it certainly makes the process of 

aying a ransom – if a client had decided to do so – easier, by 

nsuring access to negotiators, and even more available access to 

ryptocurrency when needed. The lack of regulation or professional 

tandards required of negotiation firms, and the slow movement to 

equire reporting from cryptocurrency exchanges were cited by in- 

ustry participants as issues in running a “clean” service. Recent 

FAC statements ( Department of the Treasury, 2021 ) have, at least, 

tarted to ensure insurers and reinsurers consider the implications 

f paying sanctioned entities; it is also the case that, until there 

s legislative obligation not to pay a ransom, insurers will have to 

ct in ways that are best for their client in the ways that the laws

llow ( Libatique, 2021 ). 

In all this, though, it is vital to remember the low penetration 

f cyber insurance amongst organisations in the UK and globally. 

hilst the hardening market may serve to raise standards of cy- 

er security practices, this is only ever going to be amongst those 

hat look to be insured. And so, in this respect, the very aspects 

f cyber insurance that could be said to mitigate the ransomware 

hreat (higher standards, access to professional support before and 

fter breaches) are not accessible to, or required of, the majority of 

rganisations: those that do not seek insurance. 

. Conclusion and future work 

This article has explored recent developments in the conver- 

ence of escalating ransomware activity and the emerging cyber 

nsurance market to consider whether or not cyber insurance can 

itigate the ransomware threat. Drawing on interview and work- 

hop data involving a wide-range of stakeholders in the cyber in- 

urance and cyber security industries, our research has identified 

hat the scale and impacts of contemporary ransomware have pre- 

ented acute challenges for purchasers and providers of cyber in- 

urance. At the same time, for organisations, ransomware has clar- 

fied the potential costs of a cyber breach more tangibly than prior 

yber risks. This, in turn, has prompted increased awareness of the 

tility of cyber insurance, at a time when the market is hardening. 

ith premiums increasing relative to coverage, cyber security pre- 
13 
equisites becoming obligatory, and some industries being labelled 

s ‘uninsurable’, cyber insurance – already at relatively low pene- 

ration rates – is at risk of becoming more inaccessible at a time 

hen demand and awareness may be at their highest. In this con- 

ext, the scope for cyber insurance to influence the proliferation of 

ansomware and its impacts at a societal level – either positively 

r negatively – is, in practice, limited. It remains far from clear, 

dditionally, if the professionalisation of the remediation process 

one typically spearheaded by insurers to help provide seamless 

ssistance to insureds – leads to dubious ethical outcomes, that 

ome down to the basic question of whether it is more efficient 

o pay the ransom if the liquidity and mechanisms to do so are 

vailable? Our participants were split on this issue, however, in an 

nvironment wherein there are no ‘silver bullet’ solutions to pre- 

enting ransomware or ensuring resiliency in the event of an in- 

ident, cyber insurance is part of a limited basket of viable op- 

ions that many organisations could employ as part of their cy- 

er resiliency strategy, and one that must not be considered suf- 

cient to stem the threat, without the support of active law en- 

orcement and policy to help lay out what is and is not acceptable 

ractice. 

There are various avenues for future research. As means of fu- 

ureproofing, further research could examine the wider context of 

he hardening market: was the proliferation of ransomware the 

ole cause for the hardening market, or did the advent of COVID- 

9, and the economic impacts it brought, also cause capital to be- 

in to be withheld? This issue could be considered from the UK 

ontext but also internationally, particularly in the USA, EU and 

sia-Pacific. There is also a need for future research to consider 

arket and government measures that encourage – and support 

accessibility to cyber insurance. For instance, in the UK there 

re initiatives that provide basic cyber insurance coverage to SMEs 

ho acquire the government-backed Cyber Essentials certification. 

owever, little is known about whether, or to what extent, organi- 

ations who acquire insurance via this route reduce their exposure 

o ransomware. There will undoubtedly be similar initiatives across 

ther countries. Another related area worth exploring is how many 

rganisations improve their cyber security standing as a result of 

wareness – or intention to purchase – cyber insurance, but do not 

urchase it: could the existence of the product increase cyber se- 

urity standards? 

There is also a need to consider the alternative routes for cyber 

esiliency for organisations who cannot acquire cyber insurance or 

annot get sufficient coverage. Whilst large organisations are likely 

o be able to self-insure against non-existential cyber incidents, 

ME and medium-sized organisations are potentially existentially 

ulnerable to a severe ransomware incident. In cases where organ- 

sations who provide critical national infrastructure (CNI) – such 

s utility firms, local public services or healthcare – cannot ac- 

uire sufficient cyber insurance coverage, should the national gov- 

rnment be either a tacit (ad-hoc) or overt (institutionalised) actor- 

f-last-resort? 

Separately, this research highlighted that the cyber insurance 

ndustry is typically agnostic with respect to the driver of ran- 

omware: the payment of demanded/negotiated ransoms. It was 

lear that the decision to pay – or not pay – a ransom was to 

e made by the victim organisation, who would take on board 

dvice from their incident support network – including the im- 

ortance of ensuring compliance with sanctions checks to ensure 

epayment, where necessary. Further research would be beneficial 

nto understanding how much visibility the sanctions compliance 

rocess gives into the network of ransomware gangs, and how that 

ould be usefully leveraged for law enforcement and policy pur- 

oses. Whilst insurers had an indirect preference to keep incident 
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A
osts low, this was tempered by the desire to support their clients 

nd maintain client relationships. Interviewees were broadly in 

greement that ransom payment was, in any case, an imperfect 

olution – due to the technical faults of the decryption keys and 

nability to assess whether stolen data has truly been deleted –

ut were divided on whether ransom payments should be pro- 

ibited. Most interviewees, however, noted that were a ban to 

e implemented, it should cover all ransomware payments, rather 

han specifically prohibit the coverage of ransomware payments 

hrough insurance. There is a necessity for further research on 

he viability of prohibiting ransomware payments, including as- 

essments of the enforceability of such legislation, as well as po- 

ential unintended consequences for the cyber resiliency of victim 

rganisations. 
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ppendix A 

Interview Protocol (scoped). 

Theme Questions 

Overview What is your role and industry? 

How many years of experience do you have in your 

industry? 

Have you always worked in cyber? If not, what other 

sector(s) did you work in before? 

What types of organisations do you provide services 

or cover for? Any specific sectors? 

The state of the 

market 

What is the state of the cyber insurance market and 

how has this changed over the last few years? 

What are the positive and negative impacts of these 

changes? 

Has ransomware played a role in the changes in the 

cyber insurance industry? If so, how? 

Are all organisations that request cyber insurance 

coverage currently able to attain it (i.e., to find a 

company willing to underwrite the policy)? 

Cyber insurance 

and the 

ransomware threat 

What are the roles of the various post-incident 

services (including your organisation) after a 

ransomware attack on an insured organisation? 

How much influence do you have on a policymaker’s 

decision-making during/after a ransomware attack? 

What sort of post-incident services do cyber insurers 

provide for ransomware victims? Are these in-house 

capabilities or third-party capabilities? 

How is the insurance industry dealing with (the 

challenges posed by) ransomware? 

How do insurers assess an organisation’s cyber risk? 

Have underwriting practices changed since 

ransomware became more of a threat? 

To underwrite an insurance policy, do insurers now 

require specific security controls from insureds? If so, 

which ones? 

What is the role of cyber insurance in helping 

organisations the threat of ransomware, particularly 

its impacts? 

From an economic perspective, there is an argument 

that it is often cheaper to pay the ransom than to try 

to recover from backups. What are your thoughts on 

this? 

Are there any other incentives that push victims to 

pay the ransoms? 

Are organisations that are insured more likely to pay 

ransom demands? 

Under what conditions are insurers willing to pay the 

ransom? How does an insurance company decide 

what ransom amount they are willing to pay? 

Do your policies (or policies that you are aware of) 

include any kind of warranties or security obligations 

that need to be fulfilled for a ransomware claim to be 

paid? For instance, patching vulnerabilities etc. 

In your opinion, has cyber insurance incentivised 

more ransomware attacks? 
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A

e analysed 

 of cyber Cyber insurance and cyber 

minimum security practices 

Perceived value of 

insurance with respect to 

mitigating ransomware 

threat 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ 

( continued on next page ) 
ppendix B 

Code book. 

Deductive Parent Code Deductive Sub Code Theme onc

Accessibility

insurance 

Views of changes in 

underwriting based on the 

ransomware threat 

Attack surface scans offer 

a limited picture 

Insureds know more about 

cyber security or best 

practices 

Insurers do not have a 

uniform understanding of 

best practice 

Insurers don’t have 

mechanism to force 

insureds to respond to 

attack surface scans 

Insurers too focused on 

compliance-based 

frameworks 

Insurers unwilling to 

introduce warranties or 

security obligations 

Low uptake of pre-breach 

services 

No evidence controls 

reduce risk 

Pre-breach services have 

no impact on cyber 

security 

Questions too limited or 

binary 

Too much emphasis on 

particular controls 

Attack surface scans 

identifying vulnerabilities 

or cyber hygiene problems 

during risk assessments 

Brokers providing roadmap 

to clients to improve cyber 

security 

Brokers using initial 

assessments to identify 

and remediate risks 

√ 

Focus is on minimal 

business interruption 

Insurers driving best 

practices 

√ 

Insurers financially 

incentivised to reduce risk 

or improve security of 

insureds 

√ 

Insurers offering 

consulting risk engineering 

services to insureds 

√ 

Insurers offering regular 

attack surface scans to 

insureds 

√ 

Insurers providing 

roadmap to insureds to 

improve cyber security 

√ 

Insurers using warranties 

or contractual obligations 

to enforce patching or 

remediation during period 

of coverage 

Underwriters offering 

premium discounts in 

response to certification to 

standards 

√ 
15 
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e analysed 

 of cyber Cyber insurance and cyber 

minimum security practices 

Perceived value of 

insurance with respect to 

mitigating ransomware 

threat 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ 

√ 

( continued on next page ) 
Deductive Parent Code Deductive Sub Code Theme onc

Accessibility

insurance 

Underwriters offering 

premium discounts in 

response specific security 

controls 

√ 

Underwriters refusing bad 

risks 

√ 

Underwriters refusing 

organisations without 

minimum security controls 

√ 

Impact of insurance on 

ransomware 

Incident response 

ecosystem has normalised 

payment of ransoms 

Insurance has normalised 

payment of ransoms 

Insurance has not 

normalised payment of 

ransoms 

Insurance increases 

sanctions compliance 

Insurer requires a 

notification to law 

enforcement before a 

ransom is paid 

Insurers only want to pay 

ransoms as a last resort 

Organisations with cyber 

insurance are more likely 

to be targeted 

Ransomware groups use 

cyber insurance policies to 

increase ransom demands 

Victims with cyber 

insurance are more likely 

to pay 

Victims without cyber 

insurance are more likely 

to pay 

Pricing and terms Co-insurance on 

ransomware coverage 

Coverage is being reduced 
√ 

Excess on ransomware 

coverage 

Insurance firms are 

for-profit 

No changes to ransomware 

coverage 

√ 

Off the shelf pricing for 

SMEs 

√ 

Premium increases higher 

for certain sectors or 

industries 

√ 

Premiums are increasing 
√ 

Premiums are too 

expensive for businesses 

√ 

Views on what happens to 

premiums as market 

softens 

Price increase not big 

issue for business 

√ 

Sub-limits on ransomware 

coverage 
16 
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e analysed 

 of cyber Cyber insurance and cyber 

minimum security practices 

Perceived value of 

insurance with respect to 

mitigating ransomware 

threat 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ 

√ √ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ √ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

( continued on next page ) 
Deductive Parent Code Deductive Sub Code Theme onc

Accessibility

insurance 

Purchasing decisions Board wants cyber 

insurance 

Essential purchase now 

Media reporting 

Need for post-breach 

services 

Regulatory requirement 

Risk transfer 

Understanding of risk 

Already have IR retainer 

Believe cyber insurance is 

ineffective 

Coverage is too limited 

Do not believe insurers 

understand cyber risk 

Do not trust insurance 

Faith in existing cyber 

security or risk 

management practices 

Not mandatory 

See cyber insurance as a 

luxury 

Self-insure 

Too expensive 
√ 

Purpose of cyber insurance Access to services 

Business continuity 

Views on data breach 

being a concern of 

insureds 

Financial Coverage 

Protection against 

ransomware 

Risk transfer 

Security Controls Advice on implementation 

of controls provided by 

broker 

Views on certification to 

security standards 

Controls based on claims 

data 

Controls based on industry 

best practices or security 

standard 

Controls required depend 

on size of business or 

sector 

EDR solution required 

Focus is on minimal 

business interruption 

IAM controls required 

MFA on all accounts 

required 

MFA on remote access or 

administrator accounts 

required 

Network segmentation 

required 

Regular patching cadence 

required 

Remote access controls 

required 

Roadmap for introduction 

of controls after policy is 

taken out 

Segmented, offline 

backups required 

Training required 
17 
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e analysed 

 of cyber Cyber insurance and cyber 

minimum security practices 

Perceived value of 

insurance with respect to 

mitigating ransomware 

threat 

√ 

√ √ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ √ 

√ 

√ √ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 
Deductive Parent Code Deductive Sub Code Theme onc

Accessibility

insurance 

State of the Market Brokers won’t take bad 

risks to market 

√ 

Businesses not taking 

security footing seriously 

√ 

Capacity is decreasing 
√ 

Cyber is a new class 

Data breaches difficult to 

price 

√ 

Demand is increasing 
√ 

Everyone can still find 

coverage somewhere 

√ 

Insurers leaving the 

market 

√ 

Insurers removing bad 

risks from their books 

√ 

Minimum security 

requirements preventing 

organisations from getting 

coverage 

√ 

Not enough expertise in 

assessing risk in the 

market 

Not everyone can get 

coverage 

√ 

Signs of market failure 
√ 

Views on SMEs as a 

business risk 

√ 

Some sectors or industries 

can’t get coverage 

√ 

Specific insurers reducing 

capacity 

√ 

Victim decision-making 

during a ransomware 

incident 

Breach counsel is most 

influential actor on victim 

decision-making 

GDPR makes victims more 

likely to pay 

Insurance has no impact 

on decision to pay a 

ransom 

Insurance structure 

influencing behaviour 

Insurers actively influence 

victim decision-making 

Insurer’s and victim’s 

interests and priorities are 

aligned 

Insurer’s and victim’s 

interests and priorities are 

not aligned 

Insurers have no impact 

on victim decision-making 

Insurers passively 

influence victim 

decision-making 

Insurer’s priority is to 

reduce costs 

Victims ignore advice on 

ransom payments 

Victims make their own 

decisions 

Victims that suffer double 

extortion are more likely 

to pay 

Victims with cyber 

insurance have more 

options 

Victims with insurance are 

more likely to pay 

ransoms 

Victims without insurance 

are more likely to pay 

ransoms 
18
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